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	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We

	are proud of the fact that our previous Dreamweaver books have been so well received.

	With each new edition of our Dreamweaver books, we make signifi cant improvements

	based on the software and comments made by instructors and students. For this Adobe

	Dreamweaver CS5 text, the Shelly Cashman Series development team carefully reviewed

	our pedagogy and analyzed its effectiveness in teaching today’s Dreamweaver student.

	Students today read less, but need to retain more. They need not only to be able to

	perform skills, but to retain those skills and know how to apply them to different settings.

	Today’s students need to be continually engaged and challenged to retain what they’re

	learning.





	With this Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 text, we continue our commitment to focusing

	on the user and how they learn best.

	ADOBE DREAMWEAVER CS5: INTRODUCTORY, 1E follows the Shelly Cashman Series' proven step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach to teaching the Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 software.
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F1 Get the Most out of Excel!: The Ultimate Excel Tip Help Guide: Excel 97, Excel 2000, Excel 2002, Excel 2003Limelight Media, 2004
Providing Excel users with a tutorial and help tool, this book offers simple answers and solutions for any problem or question. Contained in this tool is a complete collection of tips, tricks, and shortcuts, including some that have never been seen before. These include limiting the movement in an unprotected cell and reducing the workbook size for...
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Functional Safety, Second Edition: A Straightforward Guide to Applying IEC 61508 and Related StandardsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Functional safety involves identifying specific hazardous failures which lead to serious consequences (e.g. death) and then establishing maximum tolerable frequency targets for each mode of failure. Equipment whose failure contributes to each of these hazards is identified and usually referred to as ‘safetyrelated’. Examples are...
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Life Matters : Creating a Dynamic Balance of Work, Family, Time & MoneyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In their groundbreaking book Life Matters, Roger and Rebecca Merrill  affirm that the key is proactively creating a dynamic, synergistic life balance  between work, family, time, and money. Many believe that you can either have a  balanced life at home or you can be highly productive at work, but you can’t do  both. The Merrills...
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The Making of a Democratic Economy: How to Build Prosperity for the Many, Not the FewBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2019

	Our economy is designed by the 1 percent, for the 1 percent. This book offers a compelling vision of an equitable, ecologically sustainable alternative that meets the essential needs of all people.

	

	We live in a world where twenty-six billionaires own as much wealth as half the planet's population. The extractive...
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Semantic Web for the Wo Ontologist: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWLMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
The promise of the Semantic Web to provide a universal medium to exchange data information and knowledge has been well publicized. There are many sources too for basic information on the extensions to the WWW that permit content to be expressed in natural language yet used by software agents to easily find, share and integrate information. Until...
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Guide to Computer Network Security (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2013

	This comprehensive guide exposes the security risks and vulnerabilities of computer networks and networked devices, offering advice on developing improved algorithms and best practices for enhancing system security. Fully revised and updated, this new edition embraces a broader view of computer networks that encompasses agile mobile systems...
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